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Abstract 
Locus of control refers to the individual's perception 
of the degree to which he controls the outcome of 
events in his life through his own behavior. Locus 
is further defined and r e l a t ed  concepts discussed. 
Literature is reviewed, exploring detersinants in the 
development of personal locus. Differential descrip- 
tions of' the Internal and External individual are 
outlined, according to studiea on locua as it affects  
personality and social-interactions, Delinquent, 
socially maladjusted and dependent-neglected adol- 
escents were tes ted  and significant differences in 
locus and personality characteristics examined. 
Final  discussion is directed to implications of the 
results of this study with regards to the needs of 
the child~en and the auggeated r o l e  of the institution. 
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in psyohology; Dr. Dan Hale; and my F.T.U. facul ty  
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Special thanks go to Dr. B u r t  Blau, a stimulating 
mentor wfiase persistent prodding and high standards 
I respeot and value. I am keenly aware of the un- 
failing approval and patience of my husband, Laird, 
who encouraged-my academio adventure. 
This paper is dedicated to Dr. Bruce V. Moore, 
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There has been considerable recent interest 
in locus of control  as a psychological concept, both 
as a measurable individual personality factor and as 
a fac tor  related t o  current soc la l  problems. Locus 
research is appropriate to children at the Orange 
County Parental Home in both applications. This 
paper is concerned w i t h  the theoretical causes of 
Internal-External orientations and the resulting person- 
ality variables, especially with regard to socially 
maladjusted youth from the lower aocio-economic l eve l .  
Internal locus of control refers to oneta 
perception of a causal relation between his behavior 
and his ability to effect  subsequent reinforcement or 
punishment. External locus of control refers to one's 
belief that the outcome of a situation is controlled 
by external factors such as luck or other people or 
powers. Rotter (1966) s t a t e s :  
A perception of causal relationship 
need not be a l l  or none, but can vary 
in degree. When a reinforcement is 
perceived by the subject as following 
some action of his o m  but not being 
entirely contingent upon his action, 
then, in our culture, it is typically 
perceived as the result of luck, chance, 
fate,  aa under the control of powerful 
others, or as unp~edictable....we have 
labeled this a b e l i e f  in external control. 
the person perceives the event i a  
contingent upon his own behavior or his 






Phares (1976) speaks of locus as a continuum, 
with persons who feel they control the occurrence of 
reinforcement through their  own behavior (internals) 
at one extreme, and those who fee l  reinforcement occurs 
independently of their actions (externals) at the 
other extreme, He points out that locus of control 
may be seen either as a narrow expectancy in a specific 
situation or. as s relatively atable characteristic, 
and that this may vary with the situation. (ienerally, 
the internally oriented individual believes he. has 
personal mastery over his own life's course, and also 
some individual capability of influencing p o l i t i c a l  
institutions (Mirels, 1970). Feeling he has respon- 
s i b i l i t y  f o r  himself and that  he can have an effect 
on his environment, the internal person is apt to 
be achievement-oriented and active. On the other 
hand, the externally-oriented individual is inclined 
to be passive and dependent, seeing himself e i t h e ~  as 
the pawn o r  powerful other  people or the helpless 
v i o t i a  (or fortunate favolri te)  of fate. In grea t ly  
siarplified terms, internal locus of control is waking 
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up in the morning and deoiding what you are going 
t o  do that day; external locus of control is waking 
up and wondering what is going to happen to you 
that day. 
While the Internal-External locus of control  
conoept has been defined by Rotter and his  associates 
in terms of social  learning, psychologists with other 
orientations have developed similar concepts and have 
offered theories of the development of these concepts. 
E r i k  Erikson (1959) sees the individual pro- 
gressing through a series of psychosexual stages to 
adulthood. The mastery of eaoh stage in turn enables 
him t o  sucoeasfully adapt and to reach maturity with 
healthy ego-identity and good personal adjustment. 
Developmentally, the child progresses from a complete- 
ly external orientation to a responsible,  autonomous, 
internal state . Erikson (1959) points out that  each 
stage has i t 8  own positive and negative aspects; f o r  
instance, awareness o r  his own separateness around 
eight montha of age not only nrepares the ch i ld  f o r  
autonomy but exposes him to separation anxiety. The 
initial *crisisft in infancy is the development of 
trust versus mistrust. This involves not only secur- 
i t y  and consistency in maternal care  and support, 
but also leads to trusting the mother. In this  sense, 
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trwt is asaooiated with cause and effect and is 
related to internal locus of control,  nhile mistrust 
is seen as insecurity, lack of contingency in rein- 
forcement, uncertainty and dependency. 
Autonomy and pride come from a sense of sel f  
control and self-esteem. Loss of control (as in anal 
stage accidents ) leads to self -doubt and shame. 
In wanting to be powerful l i k e  his parenta, the child 
expresses his independence through initiative. 
Erikson w a r n s  of overcomoensation in the relentless 
initiative of those who relate self-worth to what they 
do and produce rather than what they are; this would 
deaa~ibe the extremely internal person. In the 
Industry-Inferiority atage, self-evaluation is based 
on mastery, eventually through thinking, experimenting, 
and planning. The pleasure of productiveness (internal 
locus) is lea~ned; failure leads to a sense of personal 
inadequacy (external locus). Adolescence is a period 
of self-definition, arising from the selective 
repudiation and assimilation of childhood self -images 
into a new configuration, p a r t i a l l y  dependent on 
ao.cLety's assessment of the individual. It is con- 
cluded that Eriksonb developmental theory is consis- 
tent w i t h  the development of locus of control in 
progressing f ~ o m  external to internal orientation. 
The htrmaniatic approaches of Rogers and Maalow 
assume a striving toward responsibility, autonomy and 
self-actualization. Rogers* (1959) concept of self 
includes the "need f o r  positive regard" from others, 
oombined with frustration at their  disapproval, which 
seems t o  desoribe extermal locus. There is also a 
need for positive self-regard. While inherent poten- 
t i a l  is genetically detemined, the self-concept 1s 
social ly determined. Rogers' fully functioning pepson 
i a  accepting and appreciative of himself and others. 
Positive self-regard is the key here, relating to 
Rottarts internal locus of control. Lack of positive 
regard a n d / o ~  consistent negative feedbaok from 
others would diminish positive self-c~ncept  and lead 
t o  external orientation, apathy and depression. 
Maslow (c i ted  in Maddi, 1972) sees fulfillment, 
the move toward self-actualization, a s  the most im- 
por tant  motivation but not the o n l y  di~aational force 
in the individual. He differentiates between depri- 
vation motivation (*D-needsTt) as opposed t o  growth 
motivation, the actualizing tendency which leads to 
realization of' potentialities. The deficiency- 
motivated person is dependent on outside sources t o  
supply h i m  with gratification and t o  repair his defi- 
c i t s ,  while the growth-motivated person seeks. t o  
8 1 ~ i ~ h  and d i ~ e c t  his own life through use of his 
inner resources (Goldenberg, 1973). These descrip- 
tions refer t o  external and internal loous, respect- 
ively. Beginning w i t h  physiological needs, pro- 
gressing through "safetyN, 'tbelangingness and loveN, 
Heateem'' (including self-esteem and feelings of 
suocess) to self actualization, a trend is noted 
from dependence toward autonomy, which is similar t o  
the development of internal locus. 
Rollo Way (1953) refers t o  the nouter-directed" 
person who suffers from lack of autonomy, powerless- 
ness and the inability to make decisions for himself. 
He describes this type of individual as having a 
"feeling of emptiness which comes from feeling power- 
less to do anything in his life or the world " (pe 4). 
May sees this condition as the result of the person's 
long-term attitude toward himself and his inability 
t o  direct his own life which leads to despair and 
futility. H8 admits people g e t  a sense of reality 
from others, but avera the need to guard against 
dependency on others f o r  a aenae of existence. This 
is comparable to external locus. May (c i ted in Maddi, 
1972) blames contemporary society for fostering 
this attitude, charging that we tend to be performers 
for othera, w i t h  our value based on society's judg- 
ment of us, rather than living for ,  and acting as, 
ourselves. Similar t o  Rogers and Maslow, May (1943) 
s ta tes  that every human being has a central need of 
fulfilling his own potentialities, and that j o y  is 
the result of using our  own powers. This relates 
strongly to internal locus. 
"Effectance motivationfl and ncompetence moti- 
vation" are seen as personality basics by Robert 
White (Haddi, 1972). Effectance refers to the attempt 
t o  produce effects through one's own actions, and 
this is similar t o  internal locus. White sees explor- 
atory behavior and play in childhood as crucial to the 
development of effectance, and believes this t o  be 
initially due to a biological need f o r  stimulation 
and information. As the chi ld  matures, there is a 
need t o  become experienced and knowledgeable, and to 
deal with life's tasks in a competent manner. Society 
requires the child t o  do more things for and by him- 
self' as he matures, which leads t o  wcompetence moti- 
vation, involving a sense of competence and actual 
competence (not necesa.arily equal). Competence moti- 
vation and autonomy are cle.arly related t o  internal 
locus. Lack of competence or failure to have an effect 
through his own actions leads t o  external orientation. 
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Gordon W. Allport (cited i n  Maiidi, 1972) 
writes of seld-detemi~ation in tens  of the "pro- 
priumfl, the phenomenological self which includes sense 
of body, self-identity, aelf-esteem, rational coping 
and propriate striving. He defines propriate function 
as proactive, future-oriented and psychological, which 
closely resembles the internal personality. 
Alfred Adler (c i ted in Maddi, 1972) propoaes 
innate striving toward superiority or perfection as 
the oentral core of personality, with the "will to 
powern as a basic drive. Movement toward this goal 
is related t o  internal locus. Adler, l i ke  Rogers, 
Yaslow and Erikaon, seea early family interaction as 
a determinant of the development of l i f e  atyle. It 
may be either destr~Cti~8 (as a result of parental 
disrespect or abandonment of the child) or constructive 
(due t o  parental respect and encouragement). The 
individual *o suffers a deficit of respect and m- 
oouragement is l i k e l y  t o  be de~endent and externally 
oriented, while the individual who has received 
parental support has a more optimistic, internal 
locus of control. 
In formulating hia model of "eality Therapy1', 
William @laager. (1965) states that everyone has the 
same basic needs of giving and receiving love, and 
feeling worthwhile, but that we vary in abi l i ty  to 
fulfill these needs. Glasser puts emphasis on self- 
responsibility, expecting the individual to get  his 
own needs fulfilled. He also points out that this 
responsibility must be earned, "preferably early". 
The well-adjusted, responsible person has a nsucceas 
identityn which permits him to maintain a sense of 
being in control of his own l i f e  and being able to 
cope w i t h  his problems. In present terms, this is 
internal locus orientation, grounded in rea l i ty  
, rather than distortion such as the helpless, hopeless 
passivity which marks the external orientation. 
"Learned helplessness* is a term originated 
by M e  E. P. Seligman (1969) in describing the learned 
pass ive  acceptance exhibited by those repeatedly ex- 
posed t o  unavoidable aversive conditions. Conducting 
animal experiments, Seligman, Maier and Ovemnier (in 
Seligman, 1969) found that  dogs who were unable to 
escape ahook despite  attempts to avoid it soon dis -  
continued howling and running about and appeared t o  
take the shock passively, whimpering quietly. It was 
further found that animals who control the shock 
onset be any response did not become "helplessn. 
Thornton and Jacobs (1971) extended the animal exper- 
iments of Seligman to human sub jecta  who were exposed 
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t o  both fixed and variable administration of mild 
shock. These subjects a l l  exhibited learned help- 
lessness within ten trials. Sixty percent said they felt 
they had no control ovep the shock, so why tpy; 
approximately 35% reported tha they, after pushing 
one or two buttons, abandoned the idea of escape, 
and 5% gave no reason for their inactivity. Thornton 
and ~ a o o < s  concluded this helpless state to be similar 
to that of Seligmants doga. Both studies illustrate 
attitudes of behavior associated with external l o c ~ l s  
of control. Seligman (1969, 1973) has ~uggested that 
human maladaptive reactions, particularly depression, 
are the result of ineff e ~ t i v e .  tontrol. over one a envi- 
ronment. Phares (1972) points out a probable relation- 
ship between perceived lack of personal oon t ro l  and 
such occurrences as *voodoo deaths" and deaths in 
concentration caqapa. He notes t h a t  the notion of 
locus of control seems to work bes t  in situations that 
permit a range of possible outcomes; conversely, locus 
is relatively unrelated to a highly structured task. 
Phares illustrates this by pointing out that even 
very external individuals f l i p  a l i g h t  switch and 
WQ38ct the l i g h t  to go On. 
V i k t o r  Frank1 (1963) asserts that the indi- 
vidual has freedom of choice as regards his attitude 
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- toward and responsibility for meaning or purpose in 
his own existence. Himself the survivor of a concen- 
tration camp, Frankl views realization of meaning and 
will to fulfill th i s  meaning not only as vital to 
adjustment but also  to survival. Thus Frankl places 
primary importance on internal locus and self-deter- 
mination as opposed to external passivity. 
Raymond B. Cattell's *Source t r a i t  C "  in 
personality analysis relates to ego strength and 
ineludes factors characteristic of internal locus of 
control such as responsibility, rea l i ty ,  and sense of 
worth (Cattell, 1965). He notes that almost all t p e s  
of neurotios, aa w e l l  a8 alooholics, narcotics addicts, 
and delinquents are  low in this trait, suggesting they 
are inclined to external orientation and such external 
traits as projeotion o f  blame and inability to assume 
self-responsibility, 
The social  learning process. In formulating 
the l o c w  of con t ro l  concept, Rotter (1966) designated 
social learning theory as basic. Social  learning 
theory defines personality as learned behavior which i s  
modifiable and which changes w i t h  experience; it i s  a 
result of the interaction of physiological factors, 
learmed responses and acquired meanings. Ro tter views 
bahavior as goal-directed toward satisfying learned 
needs, explaining that satisfaction o f  earlieat needs 
Za dependent on others, thus early goals are re la t ion-  
ship oriented (Rotter, 1954). 
The occmence of behavior is determined not 
o n l y  by the nature or importance of goals ar rsSnfo~ce- 
menta, but also by the expectancy of whether these 
goals will be reached. When a reinforcement is seen 
as contingent on the inrfividualb own 'behavior, its 
occurrence will inc~ease t b  expectancy of reinforce- 
ment associated with that behavior in 'Ehe future. If 
there is no perceived ~elat l toaship  be'hreen behavior 
and reinforoement, expeetarmy of repetition is n & ~ a l ,  
Ratter, Chance and Pharea (1972) have stated 
this fomxxla fcm behavior: 
The potenZial fop behavior - x in siha-klonl - wiiW1 seln- 
forcement u a is a function of tbe expec%ancy of occur- 
ence of reinforcement following 'behavior _x irn sibxaIt;ion 
1 and the reiWorcament value of q in &is sitaaa%isn. 
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This formula may be expanded to inolude a varietp or 
behavior potentials, situations, reinfomements, and 
values of these reinforcements. 
Expectancy is based on prior experience, and 
variation in situations c ~ e a t e s  different expectanci~ea. 
Qlance (3.959) reported *hat expectancies gem~al l~e  %o
a greater extent in situations where subjects see 
behavior as leading to the same goal, as opposed to 
situations in which behavior leads to different goals. 
Her study involved a testing situation in which sub- 
j e c t s  estimated the i r  scores on two different t e s t a  
an subsequently were given scores higher than t he i r  
estimates on the first t e s t .  They W e P 8  then asked t o  
re-estimate their  scores on the second t e s t .  The 
second t e s t  of half the subjects was closely related 
t o  the first in content, while the remainder had 
second t e s t s  which were not related t o  the f i r s t .  
Esthta tea  on highly related unscored t ea t s  increased 
appreciably more than second estimates on different 
unacored t e s t s .  Chance therefore concluded that  the 
extent of generalization of expectancy is related to 
similarity of goal. Crandallta (1955) study also 
supports this finding. One might question whether 
these findings actually apply to the similarity of 
the goal i tse l f  (a high score) or merely to the 
similarity of the task leading to the goal. 
The growth or extinction of expectancies i s  
also affected by whether success in the task is seen 
to be detemnined by chance or random factors, or 
whether reinforcement success is dependent on the 
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subject's o m  s k i l l s  or characteristics. Rotter, 
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Liverant and Cronne (1961 ) a tudied the skill-chance 
dimension and its relation to growth or extinction 
under four different reinforcement situations, using 
1.60 subjects. The increase of expectancy of success 
following reinforcement in a skill task was highest, 
indicating that in skill situations success heightens 
expectancy more than in chanoe situations. Skill 
tasks were also found to be more resistant to expec- 
tancy extinction than chance tasks .  
When reinforcement is perceived to be a 
chance or random occurrence, the task is subject to 
"gambler s fallacyft ; the belief  that f a i l w e  increases 
- the probability of success next time, and vice-versa. 
The conclusion was also drawn that if a subject 
perceives a task as a s k i l l  function, he expects to 
do better on subsequent trials because of practice. 
Generally, s k i l l  condition subjects lowered their  
expectancies after failures and raised them after 
successes more than did chance condition subjects. 
Phares' (1957) study of expectancy changes 
in skill and chance situations also supports this 
conclusion. Inducing bel ief  of control (skill) or 
non-control (chance) of rewards, he found greater 
and more frequent changes in expectancy in s k i l l  
rather than ohanoe conditions (tn2.6, ~4.004) and 
- 
noted that nore experience gives more depth t o  
expectation. There were more non-significant flunusualn 
shifts in expectancy w i t h  chance situations, as with 
the "gamblerta fallacyN previously rneationed. 
As the result of a study involving guessing 
trials n i t h  random opportunity to win or lose money, 
Crandall, Solomon and Rellaway (1958) concluded that 
expectancy statements are apt to be "wishfult' when 
probability of an event is 50/50, but that increasing 
experience affects learning. A generalized human 
optimism is seen in their findings that (1) acqui- 
sition of expectancies f o r  positive events is faster 
than for negative events, and (2) positive expect- 
ancies extinguish more slowly t3han negative ones. 
The value of the reinforaement or goal is 
the other significant determinant of behavior, accord- 
ing to the "potential for behaviorN formula. Studies 
suggest that the more inaooessible goal is more attract- 
ive. Mischel and Masters (1966) experiment using 80 
sixth gradera indicated that the assessed value of a 
movie increase4k8, significantly nith denial or cancell- 
, 
ation of the film. When the projection of a movie 
was interrupted and any possibility of seeing the 
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remainder of the film was denied, children evaluated 
the f i lm  higher than they did when t o l d  the film would 
resume after a delay. This suggests an inverse re- 
lation between the value of a reward and expectation 
of attaining it. 
Warell (1956) cites similar resuits in a 
study fnvolving boys and t h e i r  evaluation of levels 
of athletic merit. He views society as idealiaing 
the achievement o f  high goals but associating the 
high value of these goals w i t h  low expectancy. This 
situation is related to cognitive dissonance, a con- 
di t ion  of discrepan~y between an individual's beliefs 
and hi8 behavior. Painful dissonance between the 
real and the ideal may be diminished by various de- 
fense mechanisms such as rationalization, denial, 
repression, and intellectualization, by re-evaluation 
of the beliefs, or by more consonant experiences or 
behavior. 
A different outlook is mentioned by Mischel 
and Masters (1966) who cite work by Turner and Wright 
(1965) showing that children rate a t o y  denied as 
lower in value than one which is permitted to them. 
This is apparently a "sour grapes" rationalization 
which obacures the true value of the reinforcement. 
There is a clear linear relationship between 
anxiety and the discrepancy between value of a goal 
and expectancy of reaching it (Nelson dt Phares, 1972). 
Anxiety also occurs with high expectancy of punish- 
ment or failure, and usually results in avoidanoe of 
the sitnation producing it (Phares, 1972). As Phares 
sees it, these avoidance behaviors may include com- 
pulsions, hypochondria, depression, failures in learn- 
ing, and phobias. ttLearned helplessness" (Seligman, 
1969; Thornton bc Jacobs, 1971) can be considered 
the reault of a situation *ere need value ia strong 
but expectancy is nil. Learned helplessness readily 
applies t o  the development of avoidance or apathy in 
the underprivileged, the constant loser or under- 
achiever, or the welfare w a r d .  
Internal locus is associated with a clear 
contingency between the individualts behavior and the 
outcome of a situation. The internal person believes 
he can cause something t o  happen; his expectancy of 
reaching a valued goal i s  high, and he assumes re- 
sponsibility f o r  achieving it. Conversely, the 
external person sees no relation between his behavior 
and subsequent events; what will be, w i l l  be, regard- 
less of what he does or does not  do. mile he may 
attribute value t o  a goal, he has low expectancy of 
achieving it through his own efforts. He is more apt 
to be passive and apathetic, believing himself to be 
at the meray of other powers or the whims of fate. 
With the understanding that 
moat persons have varying degrees of internal or 
external control orientation, researoh on the develop- 
mental factors of I-E locus will be examined. 
Family interaction is a major determinant 
of locus, with parental attitudes and relationships 
being of primary importance. While there are some 
~onflio ting findings in regard to specific parental 
attitudes and attributes associated w i t h  internal- 
external locus in their children, studies generally 
indicate that a warm, ntmtming and non-directive 
family is predictive of internal locus development 
in the chi ld  (Chanee, 1972; Katkovsky, Crandall & 
Good, 1967; MacDonald, 1971; Nowicki & Segal, 1974; 
Yates, Kennelly 6~ Cox, 1975 ) . Parental dominance, 
direc tiveness, over-protec tion, rejection and crit- 
icism tend to be associated with development of 
external locus of control in the ch i ld  (Chance, 1972; 
MaoDonald, 1971; Yates, Kennely & Cox, 1975). A note 
of dissonance occurs in Bandura and Walters (1963) 
claim that children of warm and demonstrative parents 
were found to be more dependent that children who were 
rejected by their  parenta. 
A n  extensive study examining the r o l e  of the 
parent-ohild relationship in developing locus (Davis & 
Phares* 1969) was concerned w i t h  child-rearing attitudes, 
children's reports of parental behavior, and parents' 
o m  loous orientation, From several large psychology 
classes, using the Rotter I-E scale,.Davis and Phares 
selected 30 males and 30 females who scored high in ex- 
ternal locus, and 30 males and 30 females who scored 
high in internal locus. Data on the subjects' repor t  of 
their parents? characteristics were analyzed, including 
perceived parental locus, child-rearing attitudes and 
behavior. Parents of internal subjects were perceived 
as showing more positive involvement and less rejection, 
hoatile control, inconsistent discipline and withdrawal 
of relations than parents of external subjects, 
Mothers of extermrrl subjects were reported as more 
accepting than fathers, but were seen as child-centered, 
possessive, controlling and intrusive. Fathers of 
internal subjects were perceived as allowing their 
children to be self-reliant. Both parents of external 
subjects were found to be more strict and to allow the 
child 1 8 ~ 8  freedom, 
MacDonald (1971) also studied college students' 
locus as related to perceived parental attitudes and 
ahl;ld-rearing behavior in 427 sub jeots (192 male, 
235 female). He reports internal locus to be associ- 
ated with high parental nurturance, l o w  maternal pro- 
tective'ness, high maternal consistency of standards, 
and low deprivation of privileges.  Internal subjects 
describe t h e i r  parents as warm, predictable ,  and en- 
couraging children toward control of t he i r  own rein- 
f orcements through achievement. High externality 
was associated with maternal protectiveness and depri- 
vation (high maternal control). Externals saw t h e i r  
parents as being over-protective and privilege-con- 
trolling, and using affective punishment such as 
coldness, disapproval, nagging and rejection. Parental 
m 
physical punishment was associated w i t h  internality 
in malea. MaeDcnald does not speculate on this; how- 
ever, it may well be related to consistency of behavior 
and contingency pairings. 
A study of 100 collegp studenta (47 male, 53  
female) by Yates, Kennelly and Cox (1975) enrphasized 
the importance of consistent contingencies in devel- 
oping internal orientation. They noticed that  consis- 
tency may be part of the warm, loving family, but 
strongly suggest that consistency in reinforcement and 
punishment is more important than the quality of 
relationships wlthin the family. If parenta l  punish- 
ment is delivered w i t h  l i t t l e  or no relation t o  
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behavior, the child develops a tendency t o w m d  
externality and learned helplessness. Mikulas (1974) 
also sees comiatency aa a primary f ac to r  in develop- 
ment of internal locus. 
A l l  of the previous studies involved college 
students' reports of the i r  perceptions of parental 
attitudes, which leaves some question as to the poss- 
i b i l i t y  of distortion of actual parental behavior and 
attitudes. A l s o ,  intervening factors, such as extra- 
familial experiences of cause and effect and/or failure 
or aueeerra a a ~ o t  be ruled out. However, there is an 
abtmdmee of literatare which is supportive of a relat- 
ion of parental nurturance to internal locus. Con- 
versely, development of external orientation is assoc- 
iated w i t h  inocnsistent and rejecting parents. As 
MacDonald (1971) points out, there is a need to dis- 
tinguish be tween "nurturance" ( supportiveness ) and 
protectiveness (control). 
Studies of chi ldren  ages four through eiglhteen 
and their parents further indicates a relationship 
between the nurturing family and development of 
internal control. Selecting a group of 112 (58 male, 
54 female) 12th graders of the lower middle class 
according to Hollingsheadfs index of social  position, 
Nowicki and Segal (1974) found a w a r n ,  supportive 
family to be predictive of internal locus, espec- 
ially in a crosa-sex association. For females, 
internality was associated with physical contact, 
trust and security w i t h  both parents and w i t h  pater- 
nal affeotion. In males, internality was associated 
with maternal affection. Chance (1972) atudied a 
group (59 boys and 55 girls in g~ades three through 
seven) of bright  (average I& 125) children of middle 
class backgrounds as determined ' by the father '  s occu- 
pation. she reports t h a t  maternal permissiveness, 
e a ~ l y  independence training, and flexibility of expec- 
tanoy of achievement were re la ted to internality. 
She further theorizes that  while the warm, supporti.ve 
parent fosters internal orientation, it is also 
necessary f o r  the child to experience coping w i t h  
problems and tasks successfully. This implies that 
over-protection and directivenese distract from 
internal locus development and produce external orien- 
tation. The mot he^ who is stringent in evaluating 
the childcs performance may devaluate his ef for t s  
and cause him to see himself as ineffective and 
dependent on others. The more lenient mother fosters 
an optimism in the child toward his a b i l i t y  t o  earn 
~einforcement. 
Loebcs (1970) study involved 68 boys selected 
from 392 children as the top and bottom 1Q$ of 
scorera on the Bialer Locus of Control Seale. Be 
found the motikers of internal children likely to be 
~suggeativeN as rated by observation of parent-son 
interaction on a task, Loeb concludes that the 
highly directive parent tends to make decisions and 
regulate the childts* behavior, preventing him from 
establishing a sense of autonomy. Loeb states: 
"this child is more l ike ly  to see his 
personal outcomee .determined by others; 
his proficiency does not improve; his 
self-confidence deteriorates; and a 
downward a p i r a l  has begun. The less directive 
parent.. ,is actively involved in the child9 s 
acticit ies while permitting the child to 
retain his autonomy. The chi ld learns that 
he plays a large part in his personal out- 
comes: he improves his proficiency...gains 
self-s~nfidence......(p. 356) 
There is some evidence that locus of control 
may also be affected by b i ~ t h  order within the family. 
Adler (in Maddi, 1972) f e l t  that bi r th  order and status 
w i t h i n  the family were prime determinants in developing 
specific inferiority feelings, and thus were associated 
with the individual's resultant life style and stri- 
ving for perfection. There are conflicting findings 
on this factor, 
In a study of 60 four-year-olda (20 only 
children, 20 firstborn, and 20 later-born children), 
H i l t o n  (1967) found firstborn and only children to be 
significantl~r more dependent on their mothers for 
direcltion aad encouragement on a puzzle task  (t - 5.0, 
E .001). These mothers were seen as more likely to 
interfere and to be more suggestive in tasks  given 
their  ohildren. Hilton s t a t e s  that firstborn child- 
ren in this study were more l i k e l y  t o  run to their 
mothers in free t i n m  between task sessions, and more 
likely to ask help and reassurance. Mothers of first- 
borns were observed to be more extreme in affect in 
reaponse to the i r  children. They were more dernonstra- 
tive.nhen the child succeeded, but decreased show of 
love when the child failed. Hilton believes the 
effect of interference is that the child does not set 
his own goals, but must achieve those set for hia; 
thus his satisfaction must come from pleasing others. 
He notes that whereas first-borns were more l i k e l y  to 
seek reassurance, later-borns were more l i k e l y  to 
praise themselves. This would indicate that first- 
born and only  children tend to be exte~nal and more 
dependent on "powerful others" for reinforcement 
while later-born children are more self-sufficient 
and thus more internal in achieving reinforcement. 
Wrightsman (1972) s t a t e s  that firstborns are 
apt to be more affiliative and anxious, more easily 
influenced and socially conforming, and concerned 
w i t h  pleasing others, which are external character- 
istics. lie c i tes  a study by Zimbardo and Formica in 
which it was found that. parental. expaotanaies. are higher 
f o r  firstborns. Mothers were found to be more 
involved w i t h  aiding firstborns and more intrusive in 
achievement situations. 
The relationship becomes less clear, however, 
w i t h  other studies. Working w i t h  131 college students, 
Eiaenman and P l a t t  (1968) noted firstborn males to be 
higher? in externality on the Rotter  I-E scale, but 
found no other significant b i r th  order effects.  In 
a study of 476 college students (53 only children, 
168 firstborn, 255 later-born) MacDonald (1971 ) 
found locus of the individual t o  vary with family 
size. Later-borns tended toward externality in two- 
child families, but there was no significant d i f f -  
erence in locus among later-borns in larger families. 
O n l y  children produced mixed results. Mac- 
Donald (1971) found internal locus more pronounced 
in o n l y  children. Marka (1972) found only male 
children tending toward internality and found only 
female children t o  be aigniiicantlg external in 
orientation. Marks attributes t h i s  apparent sex 
difference to differential parental treatment; he 
sees parents of only females as l i k e l y  to be over- 
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protective and rigid, and parents of only malea as 
encou~aging exploration and mastery of environment. 
While this rationale is merely speculation, it seems 
reasonable to apply it not only to sex differences 
but also t o  birth-order factors. Hil ton (1967) sug- 
gests it is not birth-order as such which predisposes 
a child to I-E loous, but rather that in a particular 
birth order one is more likely t o  be exposed to d i f f -  
erent parental and familial attitudes and expectations. 
Erikson (1959) sees parental modeling as an 
important factor in a l l  developmental stages. A study 
by Bandura and Walter8 (cited in Wiggins, Remer, 
Close dc Rose, 1971) found that parents with a high 
degree o f 4  dependency had chi ldren who were also de- 
r 
pendent; conversely, parents who were seen as auton- 
omous had children who exhibited mare independent 
attitudes. It is therefore probable that children 
learn a degree of external (dependent) or internal 
(autonomous) behavior th~ough observation of 
parental modeling of locus. 
Chronological age has a relationship to locus, 
in that the ch i ld  is necessarily dependent on others 
but develops more internal locus as he matures. In 
a study of persons from 18 to 80 years of age (100 
college students plus 383 subjects from a general 
survey sample, Ryckman and Malikioski (1975) note an 
increasing sense of personal efficacy from youth to 
adulthood, with a senlse of control stabilizing in 
middle age (30-49) and maintaining t h i s  level through 
old age. They suggest that people in the 30-50 age 
group are generally more secure in career and family 
life than those in their 20'3 or older than SO. 
Selection bias is suspected in this study as replies 
were received from only 20% of the elderly sample 
and these subjects were more highly internal than 
expected; however, the pattern held consistently. 
Crandall, Dewey, Katkovsky and Preston (1964) report 
internal beliefs to be w e l l  established in childhood 
Y 
and to increase from grades three through twelve. 
P e e  (1969) formed f i v e  groups of seven through eleven 
yaar.olda.acrcording to age and matched f o r  intellfgenoe 
and socio-economic background. Comparing scores on the 
Bialer scale, an AMOVA indicated that group scores 
became increasingly internal with age, That is, 
older children generally were significantly more 
internal in locus than younger subjects. 
Rotter (1966) mentions that  internal locus 
seems more prevalent in lower socio-economic and 
Black groups. He believes ethnic and social class 
differences are probably related to differences in 
. 
aocesa t o  power or the presence of socia l  barriers 
to mobility rather than any innate or cultural ohar- 
acteristics. 
In a theoretical paper and literature review, 
Ourin and Gurin (1970) see poverty groups as having 
two cr i t ica l  problems with .regard to locus: (1) low 
expeatancy: little chance of attaining the goal, and 
( 2 )  externallybased expectancy: actual lack of control 
of one's chances. They point out that while people 
with l o w  expectancy may be responsive to success, 
those who perceive success to be due to external 
forces are likely to be unresponsive to success. 
With 40 third graders classif ied according to 
the oocupation of the primary wage-earner, Grmen and 
Ottinger (1969) reported that middle-class children 
did not significantly differ from lower-class children 
on skill-chance taska.  This study was indefinite, 
however, on the validity of locus determination and 
on clear distinction of classes, the Rlower-class" 
being actually the "lower middle-classu. 
Battle and Rotter (1963) studied 80 sixth and 
eighth graders matohed on variables of sex, social  
class and ethnic background. Using a children's 
picture test of I-E control devised by Battle, they 
found middle-class whites to be the most internal in 
locus, w i t h  lower-class Blacks significantly more 
external  in locus than any other  group. Middle-class 
child~sn w e n  generally more internal than lower- 
class children, suggesting class to be a more import- 
ant factor than race in determining locus orientation. 
Lefcourt and Ladwlg (1965) tes ted  the hypo- 
thesis that the Negro is characterized by low expect- 
ancy of controlling his own reinforcements. Their 
study involved 60 Black and 60 White correctional 
inmates of average intelligence and lower socio-economic 
sta tus .  Using the Rotter I-E scale and Deants Power- 
lessness and Normlessness scales (which measure 
b e l i e f a  of control and/or alientaion), they found 
that both Blacks and Whites scored above average on 
Normlessness, nhile Blacks only were significantly 
external in locus. Zytkoakee, Strickland and Watson 
(1971) also found Negroes significantly more external 
in locus than White subjects. 
Finding no ~ l a o k / k h i t e  difference in ideolog- 
i c a l  beliefs or responsibility of control (on a scale 
adapted from the Rotter  I-E), G u r i n ,  G u r i n ,  Lao and 
Beattie (1969) fee l  the need to differentiate between 
the indfvidual~s concept of locus in his own l i f e  
(personal) and the ideological beliefs as they apply t o  
others, lee . ,  he is in control of his own l i f e ;  I am not. 
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They see this a3 particula~ly applicable to the Negro, 
as a race rrith a history of failure and real obstacles, 
and suggest that while internality mag be normal and 
desirable in the White middle-class, it is punitive to 
$he ghetto dweller. ' 
There are no significant racial differences in 
studies by DuCette, Wolk and Friedman (1972) or Solomon, 
H o u i h a n  and Parexius (1969). Thus the notion of any 
true pacia1 difference in locus is questionable; it 1s 
l i k e l y  t o  be,confused with socio-economio status, 
level of education and other variables. 
Although as Broderick (1975) states, "The 
female is culturally restricted from many activities 
neoessary f o r  independent function and interaction 
with the world at largen . 1 studies (Battle & 
Rot t e r ,  1963; Broderick, 1976; Eisenman & Platt, 1968; 
Rotter, 1966) show no significant d i f f  emnce between 
males and fernlea in generalized locus of control 
orientation. 
Broderick found that e i ther  sex performed bet ter  
on a task (and presumably f e l t  higher expectancy of 
success) when to ld  the task was more appropriate to 
that sex. In a sample of  131 college students, Eisen- 
man and P l a t t  (1968) found females' academic achieve- 
ment t o  be higher than males ' and speculate this  is 
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due t o  higher conformative behavior; they do not rela'te 
this to externality but consider it a sex role differ- 
8nCd. 
Mscordant findings include studies by Marks 
(1973) who reported female o n l y  children to be more ex- 
ternal while male only children tended to internality. 
Wolricrki and Segal (1974), working with lower middle- 
class high school seniora, found males significantly 
more external than females. 
It is therefore concluded that sex, per se, 
is not a strong determinant of internal-external loous. 
Rather, (1) parental influences, (2) autonomous exper- 
iences and success or failure in them, and ( 3 )  learned 
role play a larger part than sex in determination of 
belief  of control. 
Rotter (1966) found no correlation between 
intelligence and locus  of control.  Tolor ,  Tolor  and 
Blumen (1977) repor t  no relat ion of locus of control 
t o  children w i t h  learning problems as differentiated 
from nnormall' controls. They note an association between 
externality and posi.t;ive self-ooncept in p~obleni child- 
ren which suggests externality to be a defense against 
l o s s  of self-esteem through disclaiming responsibility 
for their inadequacy. 
In summation, locus of control is developed 
largely according to parental treatment and family 
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interaction, social and economic position, consis- 
tency of contingencies, and experience of personal 
auoeess or failure. Internal locus is related to a 
supportive but nun-controlling environment, consis- 
tent aontingencies, middle class (or higher) s t a t u s ,  
and personal successful experiences. External locus 
is the result of over-protective, directive family 
environment, lower socio-economic level ,  minimal 
experience of success and inconsistent or non-coutin- 
gent reinforcement. 
Researoh on Internal-External Locus of Control As 
Related to Specific Personality Factora 
Various studies (Brisset & Nowicki, 1973; 
DuCette & Wolk, 1973; Hersch, 1967; Joe, 1971; John- 
son, Ackerman & Frank, 1968; Nelson & Pharea, 1971; 
~hares, 1976) indicate that satisfactory personal 
adjustment is most l ike ly  in persons who are primarily 
internal in locus. However, Rotter  (1966) warms of a 
curvilinear relationship between pathology and locus 
of control, w i t h  both locua extremes maladjusted. Ln 
either extreme, when there is low expectancy of success 
in attaining goals, depression or anxiety result. 
Externals are disturbed because they feel they can't 
do anything toward auccess; internals are disturbed 
because of feelinga of gui l t  and responsibility for 
failure. Joe (1971) s t a t e s  that while externals are 
not necessarily pathologioal, several studies indicate 
mental patients (schizophrenics and depressed psy- 
chotics) are external, with a trend toward internality 
after six weeks treatment. 
General coping s k i l l s  are associated with 
internal locus of control. CapIan ( c i t ed  in Golden- 
berg, 1973) suggests that adaptive coping (as differ- 
entiated from ineffective coping) requires s k i l l s  
which include the following internally-oriented 
abilities: active exploration oP r e a l i t y  issues and 
search f o r  infomation; basic trust in oneself and 
others; and optimism about the outcome. In contrast, 
he sees maladaptive coping aa having characteristics 
of avoidance or denial of problems, projection or 
blaming of others, inability to seek help, and being 
easily 0~8rwh8hed. 
A study involving 101 college students (37 
male, 64 female) by Johnson, Ackerman, Frank and 
Fionda (1968) found that  internal locus was signif- 
icantly related to adjustment in f emalea (re 4 7 ,  ~ ( ~ 0 1 )  
but not in males. Regardless of the origin of locus 
of control, greater anxiety is predicted in those 
w i t h  external orientation (Phares, 1976). Phares con- 
curs that externals generally exhibit fewer attempts to 
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t o  control or cope w i t h  the environment. There is 
leas  aquisition of information which enables effect- 
ive coping aad lees act iv i ty  toward effecting environ- 
mental changes, presumably due to low expectancy of 
personal impact. 
Internals, on the other hand, are viewed as 
mope active, aler t ,  or directive in attempting to 
control the i r  environment. Having a stronger gerioral- 
i z e d  expectancy that reinforcement depends on their 
personal behavior, they act ively  seek knowledge (~avis 
C 
& Phares, 1967; DuCette & ;Volk, 1973) which enables 
coping, such as asking questions, being observant, and 
using cues. Intermals are further described by 
Phares (1976) as: 
active, striving individuals oPho ellhibit 
greater rssistance to influence and who 
seem to handle ouccess and failure in a 
more realis t i c  fashion than externals.. . 
by contrast, externals should be more 
vulnerable and less capable of coping 
w i t h  their  environment. (p .  120) 
The inability to control or predict a situ- 
ation prevents the person f r o m  developing expectancies. 
In such cases, experience doea not bring an increase 
in a b i l i t y  to cope w i t h  a situation; l o w  expectancy 
for coping leads to anxiety. When a person sees an 
outcome as beyond his personal cont ro l ,  this adversely 
affecte (1) learning and performance, (2) expectancies 
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f o r  future swoees,  and ( 3 )  the anxiety l eve l ,  due to 
inef f eotiveness of coping abi l i ty .  
E x B y c 3 r ~  loous does not always decree anxiety. 
Strong internal locus can make a person very uncom- 
fortable when faced with either actual or anticipated 
failure, Rotter (1954) s t a t e s  "relatively high expec- 
tancy of punishment or fa i lure  is the closest  one 
comes in social learning to the concepts of anxiety, 
emotional disturbance or frustration." (p.  237) 
Nelson and Phares (1971) see a clear l inear  
relation between anxiety and discrepancy in need value 
and expectancy. In a study of 280 college students, 
they found externals reported the highest anxiety. 
Externals plaoed higher value on academic achievement 
but showed lower expectancy of attaining it. However, 
l o w  correlation between externality and adjustment is 
probably an over-simplification. Intermals and ex- 
ternals differ in their  reactions to failure, and by 
reducing goal value, externals may reduce anxiety over 
non-achievement , eventually be coming non-anxious and 
indifferent (Phares, 1976). Phares, Ritchie and Davis 
(1968) see external locus as similar to rationalization, 
suggesting it is a method of avoiding responsibility 
for negative events. 
A maverick in locus classification is suggested 
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by Davist (1970) research into what she terms "defen- 
sive external1' orientation. This refers to the indi- 
vidual aho verbalizes external locus but who behaves 
like an internal individual in situations which offer  
some contingent reinforcement. Davis theorizes that  
this verbalization of external expectancy is primarily 
a defense against failure, a projection of responsi- 
bility to outside factors or chance. In a study 
involving college students in a aoademic situation, 
she found internale showed the most anxiety and de- 
pression (aa measured by an anxiety checklist) in con- 
nection with low grades, while defensive externals 
showed a moderate but lesser amount of anxiety and 
congruent ( total )  externals showed m i n i m a l  anxiety. 
Thus, external  locus does seem t o  provide comfort 
through projection and rationalization. 
One's own locus be l ie fs  are apt to be pro- 
jected to others. In atudies in which subjects were 
asked t o  pass judgment on theoretical cases, it was 
found that internals not only see themselves as 
responsible, but view others as responsible for the i r  
own behavior. Conversely, externals accept less 
self-responsibility and see l e a s  in others  hares dc 
L a m e i l l ,  1975). In-case history judgments, intermala 
proved less l ike ly  to regard others in need as 
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but saw them as responsible Lor their o m  miafor- 
tunes. On the other  hand, externals tended to be 
more apt to give money, understanding and sympathy.--* 
It mi&t be projected f r o m  this that  they would also 
expect the same treatment. 
In aaademic settings, internals are also more 
responsible and achieving. 1Sowicki and Segal ( 1974) 
found internality positively related t o  higher aca- 
demic achievement in males but not significantly so 
in females. DnCette and Wolk (1973) reported that 
intermals are  superior in cognitive processing as 
w e l l  as inf ormation-seeking . Testing 131 high school 
students, they found internals t o  be better at ail- 
iting experience, more accurate in remembering suc- 
oess feedbaok, and quioker t o  see general rules which 
enable them t o  solve problems. DuCette and Wolk 
concllude that apparent hfgher success in school of 
internals may be due purely to a sense of control. 
In a cross-race study of lower-class children, 
M e t t e ,  WoU and Friedman (1972) note that internah 
gave more creat ive  responaea to ambiguous stimuli. 
Penk (1969) reported internal seven to eleven year olds 
\ 
used aad understood higher l eve l  abstractions than did  
externals. 
In approach to a task, internals and externals 
also exhibit differences, Joe (1971) depicts inter- 
nal~ as more conce~ned with achievement, more con- 
stmotive in ove~comiqr, frustration (also reported by 
Brissett & .Woricki, 1973), taking more initiative, 
and having better impulse control. Externals are seen 
as anxious, dogmatic, suspicious, and lacking in self- 
confidence . Phares , Ri tchie and Davis (1968 ) found 
intermala engage in more confrontative and action- 
taking behavior than externals. 
Findings on I-E relationship to delay of 
gratification are conflicting. Strickland (1973) 
reported internal third, fourth and fifth graders are 
significantly more likely t o  choose a delayed (higher 
value) reward, ' while Zytkoski, Strickland and 'Ratson 
C 
(1971) found no relation between I-E orientation and 
delay behavior. The former study involved White 
middle-class children while the l a t t e r  study used 
lower-olaas Blacks and Whites; this suggests tha t  the 
discrepancy in results might be due t o  social class 
differences . 
Rotter and Mulry (1961) found that intermals 
tend to prefer skill situations and "safe betstt while 
external individuals, having less bel ief  in their own 
efficacy, are likely to prefer chance situations and 
to risk a "long shotn. This is also supported by the 
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findings of Baron (1968) and DuCette and Wolk (1973). 
Internal-external differences are noted in 
iqte~personal behaviors. For females, internal locus 
is predictive of social action (Nowicki & Segal, 1974) 
and of social manipulativeness of others (Deysach, 
Reller, Rose h Biers, 1975). Deysach, Ieller, Rose 
and Hiers suggest that females perceive social  success 
t o  be more related to interpersonal s k i l l s  than do 
males. Brown and Strickland (1972) report that, 
although a significant level  was not reached, a study 
of 168 college students shewed internals t o  take  part 
in o8m,pw. ac t i .v i  ties. gmd.t.o hoU. o m a s  ia organlz;a- 
tions more. of ten than encternals , w i t h  females signif - 
icantly more active than males. Taub and Dollinger 
(1975) found internals more i n ~ o l ~ 8 d  in social  causes 
than externals. 
To summarize, a character sketch of the indi- 
vidual w i t h  internal locus of control  shows h i m  to be 
a striving, cognitive, achievement-oriented, self- 
directed person who copes actively with his environment 
and expects to succeed. He is likely to be white and 
of middle class or higher status, and have had a 
secure and consistent upbringing. The external indi- 
vidual is apt to come from a less stable home, a 
lower socio-economic l e v e l  and/or ethnic minority, and 
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to be more anxious and dependent on others. He is 
less l i k e l y  t o  seek information or attempt t o  control 
his environment, but more ' l i k e l y  to take a chance. 
Research Project 
The intent of the present study was t o  t e s t  
the hypothesis that there is a significant differ-  
ence in locus of control among delinquent, socially 
maladjusted and dependent adolescents under the care 
of county and state institutions, Also,  relation- 
ships between.locus of control and s~ecffic person- 
ality,  characteristics were examined. 
Subjects. Samples of these three types of 
youth were aelected from Youth Hall (a Florida State 
detantion center), the Remedial Behavior Center for 
dependent-ungove~nable children, and Great Oaks 
Village f o r  dependent-neglected children. The l a t t e r  
two are  facilities of Orange County, Florida. As a 
group, these children tended to be from lower socio- 
economio backgrounds according t o  the Childhood Level 
of Living Scale, and were below average 'in intellect- 
ual function as determfned by the Slossin Intelligence 
Test (Highsmith, 1976). 
Primary interest was directed at the children 
of the Remedial Behavior Center (R.B.C.), a unique 
f a o i l i t y  fop the rehabilitation of dependent adoler- 
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oents with problems of aocial adjustment. There were 
19 subjects (9 boys, 10 girls) in this  group, ranging 
from 4 t o  1.6 years of. age ('z ages14.89). General 
characteristics of these youth included behavioral 
problems, academic failure, aggression, alienation, 
and minor legal offenses. 
The Youth H a l l  (Y.H.) sample was made up of 15 
adolescents (12 boys, 3 girls) ranging from a to 17 
years of age @ age=1S.67). They had been charged 
w i t h  a wide range of delinquency, from runaway to 
grand larceny. Moat were below grade level  in school 
or had dropped o u t  of school, according to the 
teaoher at the fac i l i ty .  
Great Oaks Village (G.O.V.) youth totaled.18 (12 
boys, 6 girls) ranging from 13 to 17 years ( f a g e i  
4.72). These dependent-neglected children were not 
termed behavioral problems but had been removed from 
the i r  homes for the i r  own protection. 
Measurements. Each of the three groups was 
administered a battery of t e a t s  in a single session. 
Testa were o r a l l y  presented because of the subjects' 
difficulty in reading and comprehension. It was 
emphasited that these t e s t s  were seeking individual 
attitude8 and feelings and that there were no "right" 
OF % ~ o n g ~ ~  answers. 
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The Hoaicki-Strickland Internal-External 
Locus of Control Scale (N-S Scale) was used t o  deter- 
mine locus of control .  This test was chosen as being 
age-appropriate and providing a rel iable measure of 
generalized locus orlentation over various situations. 
The N~wicki-Strickland Scale is a paper and nencil 
measure consisting of forty true-false items. 
These items are taken from interpersonal and moti- 
vational areas, appropriate f o r  children at t h i rd  
through twelfth grade levels. It was standardized on 
1017 mostly Caucasian elementary and high school 
students of varying socio-economic levels  in four 
different communities. Split-half re l iab i l i ty  ranges 
from ~ 8 . 6 3  to p .81, and test-retest reliabilities 
over a six-week period range from rr - .64 to - r e  .75. 
There is a significant correlation between the Nowicki- 
Strickland and the Bialer Locus Scale (p .41) ; the 
N-S and the Intellectual Responsibility Scale (yc.31 
to .51), both children's measurements; and the N-S 
with the Rotter I-E Scale (r..61), - using college stu- 
dents. 
Differentiation between internal and external 
orientation was s e t  at a score of 13 points, roughly 
the m e a n  f o r  ages 11 through 15, according to 
- 
Xowicki and Strickland's standardized sample. Thus, 
individual8 w i t h  scores exoeeding 13 were consid- 
ered externally oriented, while subjects w i t h  scores 
up to and including 13 were considered internal in 
locus. For purposes of correlation, however, scores 
clustered around the mean were not used; only more 
def ini t ive  internal (11 and below) and external (16 
and above) scores were considered sufficiently di r -  
ectional t o  use in relating locus to ~ersonality 
variables. 
Personality t e s t s  used were the Personal 
V a l u e s  Aba trac t (H. G . ~ o u g h  ) , the Fundamental 
Interpersonal Relations-Behavior Scale (W.Ce  Schutz), 
L 
and the How I See Myself Scale (I. J.   or don). A l l  
are self-report measures, scored objectively. 
The Personal Values Abstract (PVA)  is a 97 
item true-false self-report inventory condensed from 
the California Personality Inventory (Gough, 1972). 
It is comprised of three scales: (1) Modernity (com- 
binining dominance, status, sociability, social pres- 
ence and self-acceptance); (2) Socialization (combining 
well-being, self-control, responsibility, social- 
ization, tolerance, achievement via conformity, and 
intellectual efficiency; and ( 3 )  Femininity (combin- 
ing abasement and unassertive items). Gough (1972) 
indicates a negative correlation be tween " M Q ~ ~ P ~ I  ty" 
on the PVA scale (m.14 males, -.54 females) and the 
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Rotter Locus of Control Scale (Externality). Pre- 
sumably, validity and r e l i a b i l i t y  are based on full 
C.P.I. ratings in which correlations of the scales 
w i t h  similar measures ranges from - r=.27 to .60 and 
test-retest correlations range from . r= .38 to .87. 
The Fundamental Interpersonal Relations- 
Behavior Scale (FIROW-B) measures characteris tic be- 
havior toward others in areas of flInclusionn, "Con- 
t r o l "  and " ~ f f  ec t i on t f  . Inclusion denotes aspects 
such as association, extroversion and interaction 
w i t h  others. Control refers  to power, dominance 
and influence needs. Affection describes emotional 
closeness and personal intimacy. "Reproducibilityv 
( split-half consistency) is l i s ted  at ~z.94, while 
teat-retea t rel iabi l i ty  is ;= .76, according to the 
FIR0 Scales Manual (Schutz, 1967). 
The How I See Myself Scale ( H I S M ) ,  Secondary 
Form, was developed at the University of Florida in 
1959, with the first large-scale standardization in 
1967, using 8979 children (~lack/Jlhite r a t i o  approx- 
imately 1/3) in grades three through twelve. Means 
and standard deviations have been researched according 
to sex, grade, race and socia-economic level (Gordon, 
1968). The t e s t  consists of 42 i t e m s  in f i v e  d i f f -  
erent primary self-concern areaa. The Teacher-School 
scale Includes 6 itema related to interest in school, 
relationship with teachers, and achievement. Physical 
Appearance oonsists of 8 items relating to the sub jectts 
self-concept as regards h isher  face, body and clothing. 
Interpersonal Adequacy pertains to 17 varied items of 
cooperative and personal a b i l i t i e s  relating to inter- 
action w i t h  others .  The Autonomy scale oonsists of 
9 items dealing with intrapersonal skills and talents ,  
while Academic Adequacy related to intellectual abi l i ty .  
Two additional ratings were requested of 
R.B.C. & d G . O . V .  subjects and s ta f f .  Youths partic- 
ipating in the study were asked .to ra te  perceived 
sources of - influence in .their lives as a &-sort., from 
most to least influential (~ppeni i ix  1, p. 6 9 ,  and 
staff were asked to fill in aa adjustment rating sheet 
on each o h i l d  tested (Appendix 2, p .  64). 
Locus of control  was examined in the three 
groups of subjects to determine any difference in 
orientation among delinquent, soc ia l ly  maladjusted 
and dependent-neglected children, as w e l l  as to deter- 
mine any directionality in the group as a whole. 
Locus of the three groups was also compared w i t h  
Nowicki-Strickland standardized norms. Data were 
processed by the Florida Technological University Com- 
puter Center according to the Sta t is t ica l  Package f o r  
the Social Soiences. The three institutional groups 
were subjected t o  an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to 
determine whether these populations showed significant 
differences in locus or personality variables. 
There were no significant differences in locus 
of control among the three groups, according to the 
AHOVA (F= .608, 51 df ) . However, distributions within 
these groups varied considerably (Table 1, p. 48). 
R.B.C. children e*ibited primarily middle-range scores, 
from 11 t o  19, with a mean score of 14.5 and a standard 
deviation of 2.5.  G.O.V. youth showed a slightly 
wider distribution, with a range of scores f r o m  10 to 
48 
Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviations of W e e  h a t i t u t i o n -  
a l i  sed groups and the Nowicki-Striokland Standards . 
Note t AHOVA among f natitutionalioed groups Fp 660% 
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23, a mean of 15.5 and a standard deviation of 2.8. 
The YoH. sample yielded more extreme scores, with a 
range from 4 to 21, a mean of 14.89, and a standard 
deviation of 7.9. Thus, while the mean locus score 
f o r  eaah of the three groups does not significantly 
differ,  the dia tributions of scores. are diverse. 
Rottert a (1966) hypothesis s t a t e s  that better 
ps ychologioal adjustment is generally found in those 
with medLm. s.cores to moderately internal scores, and 
psychopathology (such as depression, schizophrenia, and 
social deviance) tends to be associated w i t h  extreme 
scores in either direction. The relative extremity of 
Youth H a l l  scores supports t h i s  hypothesis in that 
these are adolescents who, by definition, have deviated 
C 
from legal/social norms. The similarity in d i s t r i -  
bution between G.O.V. and R.B.C. children suggests they 
have similar locus orientations but that the i r  styles 
of coping differ. For instance, where the G.O.V. 
(dependent-neglec ted) child may work within a Looially 
accepted framework to gain reinforcement (such as 
achieveing according to teachers' or parentst expec- 
tations), the R.B.C. (aooia l ly  maladjusted child tends 
to uae unsocialiaed methods (hostility, withdrawal, 
aggression, self-destructive a c t s ,  running away....all 
frequent R e B o C .  problem areas) to reach his goals. 
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Comparison of the combined scores of a l l  the 
institutionalized subjects with Nowicki-Strickland 
nomns showed the institutionalized children t o  be sim- 
i lar  in locus to the normative sample (t 1.54, E .05). 
Dtfferences o.n the Personal Values Abstract 
Socialization scale were statistically significant 
(F 3.42, E . O s ) .  Group means were as follows: G.O.V., 
16.67; R.B.C., 13.95; Y.H., 13.71. This measure is 
associated with conventionality and socially accept- 
able behavior. and attitudes. Statistical signifi- 
oanoe was also reached in comparing the three groups 
on How I See Myself-Physical Appearance scores (F 3.98, 
E .05). Group means on this f ac to r  were: G.O.V., 
35.23; R.B.C., 29.05; 'Y.H., 35.6. This measure 
< 
refera to the ohildts physical and fac ia l  self-image 
and self  esteem. 
In examining individual items on the Nowicki- 
Strickland Scale, it was noted that one item was scored 
in the external direction by a majority from a l l  g~oupe .  
Item 5 ,  reading "Are you often blamed f o r  things that  
j u s t  arenl t your fault?" was answered affirmatively by 
83% of the children (83% G.O.V., 8@ R.B.C., 82% Y.H.). 
A generalized tendency in m a n y  of the subjects toward 
projection of blame for negative events and helplessness 
in interpersonal situations was evident, Teat  state-  
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ments asserting the impossibility of changing par- 
ental or peer attitudes, inability to prevent aversive 
happenings, and belief in others ' innate ab i l i t i e s  
were 
Following ANOVA t e s t a  on the three different 
institutional groupa, these groups were combined and 
arranged according to Nowicki-Strickland locus scores. 
The 12 subjects w i t h  the most extreme internal scores 
and the 12 subjects with the most external scores were 
selected. Two-tailed - t t e s t s  were run on these Internal 
(I) and External (E) groups on each of the personality 
variables to determine m y  significant personality 
dif Perences between internal and external adolescents. 
Internal and external subjects' personality 
charaateristics were measured by the Personal Values 
Abstract (figure 1, p. 5 2 ) ,  FIRO-B (Figure 2, p .  53)  
and How I See Myself scale (Figure 3, p.  54). Signif- 
icant differences between externals and internal3 were 
C 
apparent o n l y  on two dimensions of the FIRO-B. 
Internals scored higher than extermal subjects on 
Expressed Inclusion ( ex), which relates to outgoingness 
and the desire to be with others (t'4.27, - E<.OOS 
Internals also exhibited significantly higher scores 
(ts2.43, II ~ 4 . 0 2 5 )  on Wanted Affection (d) , which is 
associated w l t h  the need f o r  love from others. No I-E 
Social izat ion 
Figure 1. Internal versus External P,V.A. Scores 
Femininity 
b 




Figure 2. Internal versus &tern& F I R O - 3  Scores 
@---.---@--- @ Internal, 
C)---0----- External. 
Figure 3, Internal versus External EISM Scores 
D-4 External 
differences reached significance on measures of 
Wanted Inclusion, either Expressed- or Wanted Control, 
or Ekpressed Affection of the FIRO-3 Scales. There 
were no ai( ini f  iosmt dif f erencea between Internal and 
External subjeots on the How I See Myself Scale. 
Q-sort lists on perceived sources of control 
or influence were filled out by R.B.C. and Go0.V.  
groupa. The l i s t s  of the 12 most internal and 12 
most external subjects were examined and influential 
sources tabulated. As was expected, parents or sig- 
nificant adulta provided the primary influence in 
both groups. This was seen as a fac tor  of the age of 
the subjecta and of the institutional situation. 
Primary self-direct-ion was claimed by 41% of the in- 
ternal~, but o ~ y  16% of the external subjects. 
Neither group mentioned luck as a primary influence; 
however, luck was mentioned at an intermediate level 
by 33% of the externals, while luck was placed last  
or omitted as a factor by 92% of the internals. 
Staff rating on the child's adjustment did 
not differentiate between intermals and externals. 
Discussion 
The institutionalized populations exhibited 
locus of control scores similar to normative data 
f o r  the same age groups (Table 1, p.  48). Because 
the number of subjects in each app group was small, 
varying from 4 to 17, data are inconclusive. Find- 
ings are equivocal with regard to the current, but 
perhaps temporary, effect of institutionalization 
in which children are dependent upon the structured 
environment of the institution and of the Juvenile 
Cour t  system; it may be that such children would 
exhibit different loous o~ientation after returning 
to a home environment. The situations, inconaisten- 
ciea and models which precipitated initial locus orien- 
tation might well be reestablished on the child's 
return to the setting, causing regression to the 
former locus orientation and oblite~ating institut- 
ional contingencies and training. Similar environ- 
mental background and experience may account f o r  
there being no significant difference in locus among 
Y.H., R.B.C., and G.O.V.  populations. As is pointed 
out by ~ighsm~th (1976) i n i t i a l  child placement is 
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made according to judicial label.  Although this label 
may later be changed as a result of the child's be- 
havior, there is Prequent overlaoping of personality 
factors in the three institutions. Also, while all of 
the teen-age residents of G.O.V. were used in the study, 
it appears that the selection of subjects from Y.H. 
and R o B o C *  tended to be privilege-earning, exemplary 
residents who were considered the more capable, better-  
adjusted children in these groups. 
Tfie I s r t e m a l s f  significantly higher FIRO-B 
scores on Expressed Inclusion and Wanted Affection 
suggest that these internal subjects are more likely 
to cooperate w i t h  and/or manipulate others toward a 
goal. They vier others as necessary to accomplishing 
C 
their  needs, thus are interested in working w i t h  
and being with them. These children wish to establish 
close relationships and have the skills to make social 
contacts, a natural pairing of characteristics, 
External8 apparently are more ap t  to wait f o r  others 
t o  initiate relationahipe or to have an of fe r  extended 
to them. Externals, then, are the passive reoipients 
rather than the active instigators of social act iv i ty .  
Although children in a l l  three population 
groups tended to prefer minimal control by and over 
others, as indicated by the FIRO-B scales, the f e w  
who stated they preferred to be controlled by others 
were of external orientation, This is consistent 
wlth locus literature. 
e' 
Fai lure  to find further definitive personality 
differences between internal3 and externals may be 
attributed t o  various factors. Lack of comprehension 
of t e s t  items, random responses or untruthful Fespon- 
ses are not unlikely among these subjects, due to low 
intellectual or educational level .  Items may have 
been answered in an idealized or popular direction to 
produce a favorable impression rather than anawered 
individually and honestly. "Defensive external" 
orientation is also a possibility. Small aample s i z e  
was a problem, 8s was random selection within groups. 
The grouping of characteristics into broad inclusive 
scales on the PVA inventory may have prevented differ- 
ences among subjects from being detected. It is 
suspected that the measured factors  were t oo  general 
to indicate any specif ic  characteristics which might 
differentiate between internal and external locus 
orientation, such as pertinent defense mechanisms, 
modes of coping, and attitudes regarding tasks. Diff- 
erences were perhaps further obscured by the fac t  
that the subjects chosen as "internalv and "external" 
were not extremely divergent in locus s c c ~ ~ e s ,  although 
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they showed fairly high or low scores within the i r  
own groups, 
Conclusions 
In comparing groups of delinquent (youth H a l l ) ,  
socially maladjusted (Remedial Behavior Center) and 
dependent-neglected (Great Oaks Village) institution- 
a l i zed  adolescents on locus of control and personality 
variables, it was found that there was no significant 
locus difference, and that, w i t h  the exception of 
higher Socialization (PVA) scores achieved by G.0.V. 
youth, personality did not appreciably differ among 
the ~ F O U P S .  
Selecting internal and external subjects 
across population group divisions, it was evident that 
children with internal orientation exhibited higher 
expressed social  initiative (81: FIRO-3) and need for 
affection from others (d: FIRO-B). 
Realizing that the average length of stay 
in an institution is brief (Youth B a l l ,  30 days; 
R.B.C., 51 days; G.O.V.) and considering the import- 
ance of consistent contingencies, it is v i t a l  that 
any rehabilitative program extend to home environment 
follow-up, to continue supportive contingencies and 
suocess expectancies. 
Previously reviewed literatire implies that 
mope internal orientation produces better self- 
direction, general coping skills and achievement. 
Therefore, a program structured toward increasing 
interma1 loaua of control is desirable for institut- 
ionalized children. There is a need f o r  c lear  and 
consistent contingencies to enable the child to 
experience the direct effect  of his behavior. A 
token economy system is presently uaed in the R.B.C. 
to modify general behavior and to provide structure 
for group living. It is advisable to extend this 
system to include personal individual programming. 
The child, w i t h  input from the staff and the c o u r t  
system, would define idiosyncratic needs and goals 
which he can reasonably expect to achieve. When 
specific goals are clarified, an individually tailored 
syatem of reinforcement should be determined. The 
positive relationship of internality to inclusion and 
affection implies that learning social and interper- 
sonal skills w i l l  a i d  externally oriented children 
in moving toward internality and self-determination. 
The setting of personal goals and programed 
structure toward successfully reaching these goals 
follows social  learning theory in re-training the 
individual to become more internally oriented. Such 
a person rri l l ,be  increasingly self-directed, achieve- 
ment oriented, and productive. In addition t o  pro- 
viding the basis for better personal and socia l  adjust- 
ment, increased internal locus of contro l  has socio- 
logical implications such as reduction of the apathy, 
passivity and hopelessness often l inked w i t h  welfare, 
depenqency, and the lower socio-economic l eve l .  
Further long-term controlled atudies are 
needed to determine the relationship be tween ins ti- 
tutionaliaation and locus of control ,  and to augges t 
further programming which will enable the institution- 
a l i zed  individual to assume responsible self-detemnin- 
ation, avoiding either dependency upon institutional 
welfare systems or the apathy and ennui of learned 
helplessness. 
Appendix 1 
~~iR.li~k of the foI lorr3 .n~ rl iost  i iqf l t~ences :3our life 
and ~~vhat you do or ~hst happsns to you? A ~ r r a g e  
in orda&- - :l!ilWT to l eas t  i ~ p o r t n n t :  
I - - 
p @ ~ ~ n k s  . '  other adults (tctrc?ier, minis ter ,  e t c . )  
myself ~ugk-  or chance re l ig ious  ( b d ,  J ~ Z - ~ I S ,  e t c  . ) 
Appendix 2 
ADJUSTMENT, RATIITG LIST 
4oerd;hng to your own judqernent,  ate ch i ld  on n 
s c a l e  of  1 t o  5: 
C 1.. afmo2ct never 2.  seldom 3 .  e q ~ . m l l y  j e s /  no 4,. usually Z 3 . .ainos t al~~~ci;;s 
2 .  Is he susceptible to peer influence? 1 2 3 1;. 5 
3 .  Does he do chores ~ f i t h o n t  rernimdini;? 1 2 3 11 5 
4. Is he outgoing socially ( ra ther  than 
waiting f o r  otherst approach)? 1 2 3 ic 5 
5. Does; he soelc aooroval, reassurance? 1 2 3 !A 5 
6 .  Is he able t~.:iiorl.: to-lard ( ~ n d  -7ait 
for) long-term r o n l s ?  1 4  q 1 2 3 ;,- 
7. Does he t a k e  an ~ c t i v e  po r t  in 
group a c t i v i t i e s ?  
8 .  Does he t a k e  rem~ons i b i l i t ; ~  SOP 
hls  behavior ( ra ther  than blame 
other:, clcig unfairness, e tc . )?  
.9 .  Does he occupy and a1321se hixself? 
10, Does ho da k.%s ho:.~e:vork? 
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